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ABSTRACT: Realistic simulation of possible earthquakes is crucial for producing a rational counter plan
against earthquake disasters. This paper presents such a simulation method, the Integrated Earthquake
Simulator (IES), which uses a computer-based high-resolution strong ground motion (SGM) simulator and a
Virtual Reality (VR) city constructed from GIS/CAD data. The IES is an integrated computer system that is
intended to simulate all phases of earthquakes numerically: earthquake hazards, earthquake disasters, and
human and social actions against earthquake disasters. An efficient combination of GIS/CAD data and
numerical simulation tools for each phenomenon on this computer system can achieve integrated earthquake
simulation. This paper presents the methodology of reconstruction of a VR city and the IES prototype. An
example of a VR city model is reconstructed and some earthquake disaster simulations are undertaken to
examine the IES performance.
KEYWORDS: Integrated earthquake simulator, Numerical simulation, Virtual reality city
countermeasures.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in strong ground motion

For producing such information, we have

(SGM) observation have revealed that SGM

developed an Integrated Earthquake Simulator (IES)1),

distribution is much more complicated than expected.

2), 3), 4)

It is strongly affected by the following complicated

intended to numerically simulate all phases of

processes: fault mechanisms, wave propagation in the

earthquakes:

crust, and near-surface amplification. Large urban

disasters, and human and social action against

centers have become increasingly complicated with

earthquake disasters. An efficient combination of

surprising speed. When SGMs with complicated

GIS/CAD data and numerical simulation tools for

distributions strike at these complicated urban areas,

each phenomenon of this computer system can

the resulting earthquake disaster is much more

achieve integrated earthquake simulation. The IES

complicated than anticipated. With no reasonable

provides

model for an earthquake disaster, of course, it is

information for stakeholders so that they can both

impossible to plan countermeasures rationally.

recognize earthquake disasters and promote their

Reasonable earthquake disaster information based on

common recognition.

common recognition among stakeholders can support
construction

of

rational

earthquake

disaster

, which is an integrated computer system that is
earthquake

well-visualized

hazards,

earthquake

earthquake

disaster

This paper describes a primary study to construct
such a system. A schematic view of the IES is

depicted and a prototype of the IES is constructed as

34°51'00"N)) was constructed using GIS/CAD data.

mentioned above. Some application examples are

Then, a prototype of IES was applied to simulate

provided to illustrate this system’s usefulness.

dynamic behavior of this VR city numerically to
thereby demonstrate the IES approach.

2. Schematic View of IES
The IES can serve to support construction of

3.1.1 Construction VR Kobe city

earthquake disaster countermeasures based on

The VR Kobe city prototype, including the

common recognition because it offers: 1) a virtual

three-dimensional (3-D) soil structure, buildings and

reality (VR) city that is reconstructed on a computer

a bridge, is constructed using borehole data5), surface

from measured digital data (GIS/CAD); 2) simulators

elevation data (50 m grid)6), two-dimensional (2-D)

for soil, steel, reinforced concrete structures, etc.; and

CAD data for buildings7), classification data of

3) a strong ground motion (SGM) simulator with high

buildings7), a bridge blueprint, and other information.

resolution (Fig. 1 depicts the IES system). An SGM

Figure 2 shows the target area, which contains

simulator shakes a VR city on the computer with a

573,099 buildings.

realistic setting. Consequently, we can realistically
visualize and analyze an earthquake disaster.
Estimation of an earthquake disaster in a whole city in
such an integrated manner enables us to evaluate not
only structural damage, but also the effects of
network damage, and other damage.

Figure 2: VR Kobe city
A small domain ((135°17'40"E，34°42'58.5"N)) –

(135°18'4.5"E，34°43'19.5"N)) was selected as the
target area for this application illustration, but an
application example of the entire domain was also
conducted. Figure 3 shows the VR city of the target
Figure 1: Schematic view of IES

and bridges.

3. Application Examples
This section describes two case studies as
application examples and presents the usefulness of
the IES approach using an IES prototype and VR city
prototype.

The 3-D soil structure was estimated using an
approach similar to that of precedent studies 1), 8) with
borehole data5) and surface elevation data (50 m
grid)6), as shown in Fig. 4. The surface topography is
almost horizontal, but the interface between the soft
layer and engineering basin is inclined in the

3.1 IES Prototype for Kobe City
The VR city prototype of the Kobe city area as it
existed before the Great Hanshin Earthquake
((135°00'00"E,

domain including the 3-D soil structure, buildings,

34°36'00"N))

–

(135°28'00"E

east-west direction.
The VR city bridge is constructed using 3-D
CAD data that were digitized from a blueprint of the
actual bridge. This bridge has a data structure that

Figure 5: An example of bridge model in VR city

Figure 3: A Part of the VR City

Figure 6: Example of transformation of model

Figure 4: Estimated 3-D soil structure

to a spring-mass model

readily allows us to model each bridge member using

the spring-mass model is depicted in Fig. 6.

an ID and transform data resolution (see Fig. 5).

3.1.2 Earthquake disaster in a VR Kobe city

The 3-D building model is constructed using 2-D
7)

simulated by IES prototype

along with building

Earthquake disaster simulation is conducted

classification data . The target domain includes 1261

using the VR Kobe city constructed in the above

buildings. Each building has an ID and an associated

section and IES prototype. This IES prototype

data file that includes data for location, 3-D geometry,

comprises an SGM simulator with high resolution

classification, and other data.

(3-D dynamic FEM9),

CAD data for buildings
7)

Each structure in this VR city has a data structure
and ID that make the voluminous data tractable.

dynamic

FEM
11),12)

structure

),

10)

), a bridge simulator (3-D

analysis
and

tool

a

for

large-scale

building

simulator

13)

When we specify the ID, the structural data are

(approximated modal analysis ). These numerical

extracted

data

simulation tools are selected to correspond to the data

transformation can be handled easily. For example,

model quality because only limited data are available

model transformation from the continuum model to

for construction of the VR city.

automatically.

Furthermore,

Figure 7: (a) maximum velocity distribution (kine), (b) maximum drift degree distribution and
(c) damage distribution
The dynamic behavior of the VR Kobe city is
estimated for three scenarios according to a primary
study. RickerWavelet (center frequency 1 Hz, center
time 1 s) is input from the bottom surface of the 3-D
soil structure in the north-south and east-west
directions. Maximum amplification is modified as fit
to earthquake motion observed at Takatori Station
during the Hanshin Great Earthquake. The following
three scenarios are considered.
scenario 1: the wave input is from underneath and
perpendicular.
scenario 2: the wave input is from underneath and
perpendicular. The soil structure is
approximated

to

horizontally

layer

media.
scenario 3: the wave input is inclined by 5°.

Figure 8: von Mises stress distribution

Estimation of dynamic behavior of the VR Kobe

Table 1: Damage amount

city is summarized briefly (for detailed discussion,
see 4)). Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show maximum velocity
distributions on the surface and the maximum drift
angle (DA) of each building. The SGM distribution is
uniform and DAs of similar buildings are the same in

scenario 1
scenario 2
scenario 3

wood
545.0
525.0
500.0

steel
62.0
17.5
105.5

RC
28.0
13.0
19.5

steel/RC
654.0
565.0
644.0

scenario 2 because the soil structure is approximated
to horizontally layered media. On the other hand, the
SGM and DA distributions are not uniform and
localized in scenarios 1 and 3. Figure 7(c) shows
estimations of building damage; they were conducted
based on the maximum DA and criteria for each
building type14),15),16),17). The damage distribution
indicates that building damage is affected strongly by
local

effects

of

SGM

and

the

buildings’

Figure 9: VR city in a part of Miyagi

characteristics. Evaluation of the buildings’ damage
in the target area is summarized in Table 1 based on
the damage distribution. For simplicity, minor
damage and major damage respectively give 0.5 and
1.0 costs. We can then readily evaluate such damage
because all results are stored in the IES computer
system as digital data. Dynamic behavior of the

Figure 10: Soil structure in a part of Miyagi

bridge is estimated using SGM data and 3-D dynamic
FEM11), 12). Figure 8 shows the maximum von Mises

3.2.1 Construction of a VR City with a Network in

stress distribution normalized by the maximum value.

Miyagi

Distributions differ mutually because the input wave

The 2500 [m] × 2000 [m] domain in the Miyagi area

for the bridge is remarkably different among

is selected as the target area. Figure 9 shows the VR

scenarios. These estimations and discussions reveal

city, including its 3-D soil structure and road network.

that

remarkable

It is constructed as a 3-D soil structure using CAD

differences of resulting earthquake disasters in

data and a digital map18). The soil structure consists of

complicated cities.

a soft layer and a rock layer. The soil structure is

different

scenarios

engender

complicated, as shown in Fig. 10, which shows the
3.2 IES Prototype with Network Analysis for

respective layers’ thickness, but the domain shown

Miyagi

there is not large. The road network has 575 nodes

The VR city prototype of a part of the Miyagi area is

and 807 links with associated sub links.

constructed using GIS/CAD data; then the IES
prototype with network analysis is applied to

3.2.2 Earthquake disaster simulated by IES with

numerically simulate that area’s dynamic behavior

network analysis

and network damage of this VR city in a simulated
Miyagi-oki earthquake.

Network damage simulation in the assumed
Miyagi-oki19) earthquake is conducted using the VR

indicates that these links are important in this network.
The 137 cases show the impossibility of access to
point B from A in this simulation, meaning that some
people cannot reach shelter. As shown in that figure,
the IES prototype with network analysis reveals the
ranked importance of links and weak points of
networks.
4. Concluding Remarks

Figure 11: Distribution of seismic intensity

This paper described the construction of an IES
prototype.

Some

application

examples

were

presented to illustrate the need for integrated
simulation and integrated estimation on earthquake
disasters, and the utility of the IES.
In the near future, more simulators for various
structures will be incorporated into the IES. A data
transfer protocol to provide links among various
simulators will be examined. Sensitivity analyses
Figure 12: Use frequency of each link

against data will be made from the viewpoint of
required data for reasonable earthquake disaster

city constructed in the above section and the IES
prototype with network analysis. The SGM simulator
(statistical Green’s function approach19),

20), 21)

and

simulation. Following the explorations mentioned
above, earthquake disaster simulation in a more
realistic setting will be attempted using the IES.

one-dimensional wave theory for near-surface wave
amplification

22)

), a road-damage simulator based on

23), 24), 25)

, and a network analysis simulator (Dijkstra

method) are implemented in this prototype IES.
These numerical simulation tools are also selected to
correspond to data model quality because available
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data for construction of the VR city are limited.
The accessibility of point B from point A shown

in Fig. 9 is estimated using the IES described above.
The star shown in Fig. 9 indicates a shelter.
Considering the uncertain soil structure, Monte Carlo
simulation is conducted with 1000 cases. Figure 11
indicates an example of the seismic intensity factor
distribution. Although the target domain is not large,
the resultant SGM distribution is complicated; it is
also strongly affected by the 3-D soil structure. Figure
12 shows the use frequency of each link.
Concentration of the use frequency to some links
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